
Bábovka Carrot Cake

I was very enthused to bake a Babovka when it came to my attention that my girl friends make the best 
cakes around... I challenged myself, asked for recipes for ideas and got to work. I used the honey cake 
recipe as a base, since that is quite easy and we use it very often. Same as Babovka this honey cake is a 
bit drier, so I looked around to see what kind of ingredients could improve this aspect and make it more
supple. Add to that, I use ingredients that are less common, than usual. Turns out that carrot has the 
ability to do exactly what I need for my cake. Now it was just a question of proportions of ingredients 
and I could make my Supercake. And it was a success, this orange beauty does everything I wanted and
then some. I know you will love it :)

Which nuts you choose for the flour depends on which phase are you in. Considering the amount of 
salicylates we recommend pecan nuts for SCD bakery, and cashew and almonds later in the final phase,
that means phase 5. Follow the manual “How to begin – 5 phases”.

Ingredients for the cake:

4 eggs L size, ½ cup of coconut oil/butter, ½ cup of honey, ½ tspn of cinnamon, 1 vanilla pod, 2 cups of
nut flour, 2 cups of shredded carrot, soda, pinch of salt.

Break an egg into bowl, add melted coconut oil or butter, honey, soda and salt. From spices you can 
choose between cinnamon and vanilla. I prefer vanilla pods, the cake smells fantastic. Finally, blend 
with stick blender. I add the nut flour cup by cup and keep blending. In doing this, the nuts are blended 
twice and the cake is softer. Aesthetically, the cake looks exactly as regular babovka, which I really 
like. Now is the time to add the shredded carrot, mix with the dough, pour the mixture into a baking 
form, in my case heart shaped form, and put it into preheated oven to bake. You can replace the carrot 
with apples or zucchini, but remember to remove moisture from them first. Enjoy!!


